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ABSTRACT. We a short proof of t'hl thf'ort·m 
Pettis integn~bility in du&! Barmch spa<:•"S. avoiding th~.' u~ of Ban<td1 
space techniques and it to cert~>i n inca!ly wnv~~x ~Pl'M~<'.'s 

1991 Mathematics Classinrn:ion 2GA21. 

0 Introduction. In this short note we propose to 
of the Riddle-Saab-Uhl theorem [RSr] on Pettis 
0.3 below). The original proof relies ou subtle 
combination with measure theorNic results 
of certain classes of functions. In our 
thereby avoiding all Banach space 
the RSU-theorem to separable metrizable rnnvex spaces. 

Let X be a convex A.s 
usual, we let X** denote the dual of X*, X', X ). where •. X 
denotes the strong of x·. Lt>t : X ...... .\*' di•note tb..· natural 
map. Our main n•sult is: 

THEORE!vl 0.1. Let F be a countable subset of an lcs X, let 
x** be a weak*-duster point of jF ami let Q be 
If 4> : Q __, x· is i3(X* .X)-bounded, universally aml 

K eyword!J f:i phraus: P<>ttis Hnc'!!!1.·uu•u11 

sequence theorem . 
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universally scal.arly measurable with respect to every weak*-cluster point 
of jF, then 

(x**, weak* l <f>(a) dµ(a)} = l (x**, ef>(a)} dµ(a). 

Let us say that X has Property C if for all x** E X** there is a 
Countable bounded set F C X such that x** is a weak*-cluster point 
of jF. Every metrisable separable lcs has property C. We do not know 
whether every separable lcs has property C; the problem is that an 
arbitrary closed subspace of a separable lcs need not be separable [LS]. 

COROLLARY 0.2. Let X be an lcs with property C and let Q be compact 
Hausdorff. If <P : Q -+ X* is universally scalarly measurable and the 
convex hull of its range is relatively weak*-compact, then </> is universally 
Pettis integrable. 

Proof. By [S, IV.5.1] <P is ,B(X*,X)-bounded and by [Si] </> is weak*
integrable. The rest follows from Theorem 0.1. 0 

COROLLARY 0.3 [RIDDLE-SAAB-UHL]. Let x be a separable Banach 
space and let Q be compact Hausdor:II. If </> : Q -+ X* is bounded and 
universally scalarly measurable, then </> is universally Pettis integrable. 

1 The proof. Let Q be compact Hausdorff. If x** E X**, then we 
say that a function <P : Q -+ X* is universally scalarly measurable with 
respect to x** if (x**, </>(-)) is µ-measurable for every Radon measure µ 
on Q. We say that <P is Pettis integrable with respect to µ if</> is Pettis 
integrable as a function (Q, µ)-+ (X*, ,B(X*, X)). By Tp we denote the 
topology of pointwise convergence. 

LEMMA 1.1. Let</> : Q -+ X* be ,B(X*, X)-bounded and weak*-integrable 
with respect to a Radon measureµ and let x** E X**. If for every€ > O 
there is a measurable Qe such that µ(Q\Qe) < € and 

(x**,weak* 1 </>(a) dµ(a)) = r (x**,</>(u)) dµ(u), 
Q. JQ. 

then 

(x**,weak* l </>(a) dµ(a)} = l (x**,</>(u)) dµ(u). 
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Proof. If not, then 

l<x ... , weak* h </>(a) dµ(a)) - l (x*•<t>(o-)} dµ(a)I = {> > O. 

Choose a bounded set F C X such that x** is a weak* -duster point 
of jF (this is always possible: for instance, take the {E,E")-polar of 
the (E*, E**}-polar of { x**}) and let K := supqEQ,xeF l(<Ji(q), x)!. This 
supremum exists since the range of </> is /3(X", X)-bounded. For E = 
5 /3K choose Q < as indicated. Then 

8 = l{x*",weak* l </>(u) dµ(u)}- h (x**,</>(a)} dµ(a)I 

= (x**,weak* 1 cj>(u) dµ(a)}-1 (x**,<t>(o)) dµ(a) 
Q\Q, Q\Q. 

26 
:::;KE+l<E=3· 

The estimate is obtained by noting that its holds when x ... is replaced 
by an arbitrary x E F and using that x** is a weak*-duster point of jF. 
Thus we have a contradiction. 0 

Proof of Theorem 0.1. Let F = ( x n) and define the functions f n, f : 
Q~Rby 

fn(s) = {</>(s), Xn), f(s) := (x**, ,P(s)). 

Let E > 0 be arbitrary and fix a Radon measure fL on Q. By Lusin's 
theorem and the regularity of JL there is a compact subset Q, C Q such 
that µ( Q\Q,) < E and such that {<i>( · ), ;r,,} is continuous on Q, for every 
n. 

Since x* * is a weak* -duster point of (x 11 ), there is a subsequence 
(xn,J, depending on E, such that 

(x**,weak* { <f>(a) dµ(a)} = lim (weak* { </>(a) dµ(a),x,,,J. 
}Q, m-+oo }Q, 

Let Z := {! n,,. : m E N} and note that these functions are uniformly 
bounded. Let ]( c Q l be compact. We claim that every sequence 
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in ZIK has a subsequence converging pointwise µIK-a.e. Suppose .t~e 
Noting that (K, µIK) is a perfect measure space, by Fremlin s 

theorem [F] there is a sequence in Z I K, say (! n,,., I K), all of 

whose T -duster points in JRK are non-µIK-measurable. Let (xn,,..J be 
corr~ponding subsequence of (xn,,.) and let x0* be a weak*-cluster 

ofy'I x . ) in X**. Such a cluster point exists since jB is relatively \ n., 
wea.k*-compact for every bounded BC X. Clearly x0* is also a weak*

point of (xn)· Moreover, the function g(s) := (x0*,.P(s)) is a 
·%-crnsier point of Un.,,.J, hence non-µIK-measurable as a function on 

is a contradiction to the scalar µ-measurability of </J. This 
proves the claim. 

In particular it follows that ifµ is Radon on Q and !{ C Q € is compact, 

then every sequence in ZIK has a µIK-measurable Tp-cluster point. By 
2.7 (vii)=>(ii) of [BFT] and ta.king I< = Q0 it follows that 

every sequence in ZIQ. has a pointwise convergent subsequence. By 
ucv ... ;;u.1 3.11 of [vDJ, ZJQ, is t-stable and then Proposition 3.10 of 

{vD] implies that on Qe the function f defined above is the pointwise 

linl.it of a subsequence (f nm k) of (J nm). Let ( Xnm k) be the corresponding 
suh.<;equence of (xnm). Combining everything we see from the dominated 
convergence theorem that 

,weak* f </>(a) dµ(a)) = lim r (<f>(a),xnm ) dµ(cr) JQ, k-+oo JQ, k 

= 1 (x**,</;(cr)) dµ(a), 
Q, 

and we can apply the lemma. 

Let X be an arbitrary Banach space. If x* * is the weak* -limit of some 
sequence in X, then it follows immediately from the dominated 
<'o?ve~gence theorem that x** commutes with every weak*-integral. The 
fol~owmg corollary shows that it is enough that x** be a weak*-cluster 
pomt o~ (xn), provided the integrated function has good measurability 
properties. 

COROL~ARY 1.2. Let X be a Banach space, <f>: Q __... X* be bounded 

and umversally scala.rly measurable. Suppose x* * is a weak* - cluster 
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point of a bounded sequence in X. Then 

(x**, weak* l </>(a) dµ(a)) = l (x**, </>(a)) dµ(a). 
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